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,;

1) A Judgment e . i sue or where the Court omits to'
when the Court a- ac consider any statute while deciding trl~E
of a previou decisio 0;' i ue4. Chief Justice Pathak observed$,·
Court of co-ordinate . "The doctrine of binding precedent ha',
covered the case efore i ", the merit of promoting certainty and'
case, the Court ha to d . e consistency in judicial decisions an.
to follow2. When the Co enables an organic development of Jawl
ignorance of a House of Lor . besides providing assurance to th.
in which case it must fol1o .. e 0 individual as to the consequence of
or where a case or statute a not been transa~tions forming part of h~s dai1i'
brought to the Court' a affairs . In Thota Sesharathamma 5 case ,~
Court gave the decision i oran e or the Supreme Court held in a two benchl
forgetfulness of the existence 0 ie ca e decision that a three bench decision irl~.
or statute, it w ou ld e a decisio Mst. Karm? was per incurium as it wa~l
rendered in per inc ri m3. The against the statute. In R. ThiruvirkoJam'sj
Supreme Court ruled that 'the rule of case8, the question arose whether ,the1
per incurium can be applied where a Court should follow the d ecis iorf
Court omits to consider a binding rendered in Gujarat Steel Tube Lid., case~j
precedent of the same Court or the which was not in conformity with ~;
superior Court rendered on the same decision of a Constitution Bench in P.H.:

-------------------------------------------------------------------1
1 See Halsburys's Laws of En land (4th Edition) Vol 26:Judgments and orders: Judicial decisions as Authorities (PP.297i

98) Para 578
.2 Young and BristolAeroplane
3 Huddersfield Police Authoritv V. _. LL ER 193
4 Government oj Andhra Pradesh ami;1 ",:;I:arayana Rao & others, AIR 2000 SC P.1729
5 Union oj India Vs. Raghuvir Sing!;. • _ 3
6 Thota Sesharaihamnia and anoth
7 Mst. Kanlli Vs. Amru, AIR 19 1 sc: P - :;
8 R. Thiruuirkolam Vs. Presiding a cer
9 Gujarat Steel Tubes Ltd. Vs. Ml1zdooT _al--- •. - -- :
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'l
High Courts refuse to accept and

. follow the rulings by co- ordinate
and larger. Benches citing minor
differences;

2)

Kalyani's caseIO and it was held that the
Court was bound to follow the decision
in P.H. Kalyani's case, which is the
binding authority on the point. In
Bharath Petroelum CorporationLtd.ll,
a Constitution Bench of the Supreme
Court ruled that a decision of the
Constitution Bench binds a Bench of
two Judges and that Judicial discipline
obliges them to follow it, regardless of
their doubt about its correctness. A
Constitution Bench of Supreme Court in
Central Board of Oawoodi Bohra
Community12 observed that the law laid
down in a decision delivered by a Bench
of larger strength is binding on any
subsequent Bench of lesser or co-equal
strength.

In the Official Liquidator's case13, the
Supreme Co ur t by a three-Bench
decision stated the clear position of law
hy the virtue of Article 141 of the
Constitution. The question of the
binding effect of the Constitution Bench
decision in the StateofKarnataka's case14,

was examined. The Supreme Courts
including the Supreme Court till the
same is over-ruled by a larger bench,
and the ratio of the Constitution Bench
has to be followed by Benches of lesser
strength. The Court in 5iddaram
5athlingappa Mhetre's easelS made the
following observations:

4)

(ii)

3)

(iii) Disrespect of the Constitutional
ethos and breach of discipline have
great impact on the credibility c

Judicial institutions ar.c
encourages chance litigation;

(iv) Predictability and certainty' is 2

important hall-mark of Judie ~
Jurisprudence developed in 'he
Country in the last six decades; a.

(v) Increase in the frequency ...;
conflicting judgments of the
superior Judiciary will GO
incalculable harm to the system, 25

the Courts at the gross roots will nor
be able to decide as to which of tne
Judgments lay down the correct la-.
and which one to be followed.

In Subhash. Chandra and another16, the
Supreme Court affirmed the law as
declared earlier that Benches of le er
strength are bound by the Judgments of
the Constitution Bench and any Bench
of smaller strength taking contrary view
is per incuriurn.

In Siddharam 5athlingappa Mhetre's
case17 the decision of a two Judge Be ch
of the Supreme Court18 observed: "the
power exercisable under Sec 438 Cr.
P.c. is somewhat extra- ordinary in
character and it should be exercised
only in exceptional cases". This

(i) There has been increasing number
of cases involving the basics of
judicial discipline;
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PH Kalyani vs. Air French, AIR 1963 SC P.l7S6
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Supra Para 147
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Supra Para 136
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(iv)

Salad din Abdulsamad Shaikh Vs. State
of Maharashtra20

KL Verma Vs. State and another21

Adri Dharan Das Vs. State of West
Bengal22, and

Sunita Devi Vs. State of Bihar and
another23

The above cases clearly indicate a
breach of Judicial discipline resulting in
miscarriage of justice in regard to
anticipatory bail cases. By shifting the
reasons as one attributable to the
lawyers appearing in the cases
concerned in not bringing the
Constitution Bench decisions to the
notice of the Court, the eventual
injustice caused cannot be remedied,

and the Cour cannot escape the ~
criticism that it has 0 some extent ~
became an instrumen of injustice, ~
while the "'pex Court as the fountain of~
ultimate justice mizh not have acted in ~•a manner in which i ha acted. Courts £
should not become an instrument ofi
injustice on any Coun . It i therefore, ~
appropriate to su gest that such cases~
of per incuriurn hould be immediately;
reviewed by the ape Court by the'
exercise of powers under Art 137 of thej
Con titution. It hould be a 'suo mottot
Jurisdiction', - the upreme Court,
acting by it elf. A pecial wing is;
necessary to be e ablished in the;
Supreme Court consi ting of experts to,:
immediately bring to the notice of the,
Chief justice for placing the matter
before an appropriate Bench of the

"-~

Court to correct the error and put the.
••• ': _ I.~ _ .•.••L.k · •...•..h.J..~..J it. L' ,.:Justice on me y«Ui or Db'" anc },,-sllcei
so that the resultant injustice is avoideq
by Judgments per incurium .
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observation was held contrary to the
legislative intent and the decision of the
Supreme Court's in the Constitution
Bench in Sibbias's ease19. The Court also
declared on the same reasoning, the
following decisions as per ineurium:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

5)

if if -If if if if


